XML has emerged as a de facto standard for encoding and sharing data between various applications. As the XML content grows, the ability to handle schemaless XML documents becomes more critical as most XML documents do not have schema or Document Type Definitions (DTDs). In addition, XML content and XML tools are often required to be combined in effective ways for better performance and higher flexibility. In this paper, we propose XML Integrated Environment (XIE) which is a general-purpose service-oriented architecture for processing XML documents in a scalable and efficient fashion. XIE supports a new software service model that provides a proper abstraction to describe a service and divide it into four components: structure, connection, interface and logic. We also propose and implement XIE Service Language (XIESL) that can capture the creation and maintenance of the XML processes and the data flow which is specified by the user and then orchestrate the interactions between different XIE services. XIESL manages the complexity of XML processing by implementing an XML processing pipeline that enables better management, control, interpretation and presentation of the XML data even for non-professional users.
Introduction
Explosive growth and spread of the internet and its technologies have brought revolutionary changes, opened new horizons, and raised the bar very high for future computing systems and applications. In order to meet the new challenges, more interactive, flexible and scalable distributed heterogeneous infrastructure services are developed and rapidly deployed.
At the heart of this revolution is the data that is transferred, displayed, translated, parsed, stored, searched, indexed, and always changing and expanding. Users are demanding simple, flexible, consistent and reliable services on the World Wide Web (WWW) regardless of the complexity of the data, the uncertainty in the infrastructure, or the shortage of the underlying distributed resources [11] .
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is being used to deliver more richly structured content over the Web and other important platforms. It is extensible because it does not have a fixed format, unlike HTML. XML is not a single, predefined markup language, rather it is a metalanguage (i.e., a language for describing other languages) which allows us to design our own mark-up [1] .
XML is also useful for structured information management, including information contained in databases. XML supports media-independent publishing by allowing documents to be written once and published in multiple media formats and devices. XML enables a single view of all data regardless of database organization. It supports rich, hierarchical, structured and semi-structured forms of data [7] .
XML processing usually involves multiple operations where branches, conditions and validations also play a major role. So, managing the complexity of XML processing by using the processing pipelines allows the XML processing to be composed of a number of smaller, simpler components. Moreover, it allows unit testing and reduces the effort, cost and risk of integration.
XML continues to be rapidly accepted, adopted and augmented with parsing, processing, and style sheets together with other related standards to bring it up to "enterprise strength" as an integrated standard.
In the midst of this technical revolution, we seem to forget a simple fact that most of the people who work with the data are non-professional programmers. The people who generate, modify, publish and work with the data are non-experts and don't have the computer skills to handle the complex tasks at hand without the help of expert programmers or powerful applications. Recent history tells us that HTML, a simple markup language that can be used by non-experts, revolutionized electronic publishing by enabling non-professional programmers to distribute information on the Internet in electronic form. Our proposed XML Integrated Environment (XIE) is envisioned to revolutionize the way non-professional programmers see, work and manage their XML assets. It provides tools and constructs to fully utilize the XML processing power embedded in its unified framework and service-oriented architecture.
XIE n-tier Architecture
The general-purpose service-oriented layered architecture that is used to build the XML Integrated Environment (XIE) is presented in Figure 1 . XIE is designed and built based on the concept of software services. Software services are a collection of reusable networked services communicating through well-defined, platform-independent interfaces. XML is used for defining, describing, orchestrating, and capturing the interaction between the different layers. Also, XML is used for application data exchange. The XIE architecture is divided into six different pieces, layers or parts. Client Tier abstracts the client or user interfaces and acts as a uniform and ubiquitous information distributor for a wide range of computing devices (such as handheld computers, PDAs, cellular telephones, appliances, etc.) and software platforms.
External Connectivity Tier abstracts the external communication between the client tier and the software tier. It provides external connectivity services by allowing us to plug-in different software services when needed. A client or a consumer can bypass this layer and bind to the software tier services directly.
Software Tier abstracts all the software services available directly or over the network. It provides all the core services (e.g. update, query, transform, route, security and compress services) for XIE from a user's and/or a programmer's perspective. All of these services are described, coordinated and processed through the XML Integrated Environment Service Language (XIESL).
Internal Connectivity Tier abstracts the internal communication between the software tier and the data tier. It provides internal connectivity services by allowing us to use standard or non-standard database access methods to retrieve the data requested by a consumer.
Data Tier abstracts the data access services that allow the users to access, integrate, translate, and transform data from various relational and non-relational data resources across the enterprise. These services hide the direct access to the resource, the complexity of the underlying format, and the direct transformation and manipulation of data. They provide a uniform API, a common data model, and the reuse of consistent information across applications.
XML Integrated Environment Service Language (XIESL) is a declarative language intended to describe and specify the processing of schemaless XML data. It orchestrates the relationships and interactions between the different tasks in the XML data flow to create a business logic capturing the requirements of its users. These tasks are implemented as XML processing services. An XML processing service is a software component which consumes and produces XML documents. XIESL enables better management, control, interpretation and presentation of XML data. XML documents are efficiently processed by one or more XML processing services in the XML pipeline, and are then transferred, displayed, translated, parsed, stored, searched or indexed as specified by the XIESL instructions or directives. XIESL creates a unified framework for users to fully utilize the XML processing power embedded in their XML integrated environment. Features, vocabulary, and examples of XIESL will be given later in this paper.
XIE has many features and benefits that make the XML processing tasks very easy. The infrastructure is built on top of an optimized XML pipeline engine that uses caching of inputs, outputs and intermediate results for efficient processing of XML documents. This also allows better management and scalability for a large quantity of data. The XIE software services are portable because of their Java implementation and the use of standard XML, XSLT, XQuery, and XPath parsers and processors. In addition, they are extensible, maintainable and easy to use because of the service-oriented architecture and their implementation as plug-and-play software integrated components.
XIESL vs. Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is an execution language for business processes and a technology that integrates and assembles Web Services [4] . It is an important element of the service-oriented enterprise and the overall Web Service technology stack. BPEL deals explicitly with the functional aspects of business processes: coordinating asynchronous communication between services, correlating message exchanges between parties, implementing the parallel processing of activities, manipulating data between partner interactions, supporting long running business transactions and activities, and providing consistent exception handling [4] . BPEL is defined in an XML format.
XIESL is focused on XML data processing, where the orchestration of relationships and interactions between different tasks in the XML data flow include any XML processing services, including data manipulation, management, control, interpretation and presentation. On the other hand, the usage of BPEL is limited to Web Services as it deals with the functional aspects (e.g. control flow) of business processes that are exposed as Web Services. XIESL provides many built-in XML data integration services (transformation, aggregation and XML updates) that go far beyond the capability of BPEL.
XIESL describes and implements a new software service model named Meta-Service Model (MSM), which is described in Section 2.3. XIESL and BPEL share some common ways in describing and composing services like service structure and service interfaces. However, XIESL is unique in the inclusion and supporting of a rule-based processing model under service logic. This allows greater flexibility in the implementation of the actual business logic of the service, including the ability to change the runtime interaction or behavior desired, by simply modifying or inserting new rules.
Both XIESL and BPEL empower the selection of the best-of-breed tools, processes and services to incorporate into the business operation. For XIESL, this provides flexibility to add new XML processing services and to replace or upgrade existing ones. For instance, we can replace the current XSLT service with a more efficient one, or add a new XQuery service to the set of built-in services provided by XIE. For BPEL, this provides flexibility to replace or upgrade certain aspects of a business process without impacting the systems that are working well. For instance, a company can change its warehouse service provider without impacting its order management system, even though both may be participants in several business processes [4] .
Usage of XIE
With XIE, we can quickly build, execute and debug simple and complex schemaless XML data flows. The flows can track and profile user activity to support process improvement plans and strategies. For example, it is possible to learn and create XML vocabularies and tools to detect and resolve discrepancies among XML tags by building specialized XML processing services with the help of built-in XML transformation and XML updates services. Thus, we can facilitate the integration of information. Also, XIE can serve as a dynamic integration and incremental server allowing better control and easier debugging of the XML services that are executed within it. In addition, XIE can be used as a candidate environment for filtering, classifying and routing the growing number of XML data documents associated with large-scale information dissemination systems and XML messages associated with Web Services [5, 8] .
Meta-Service Model
XIE supports a new software service model named Meta-Service Model (MSM). MSM builds a proper abstraction to describe a service that can be mapped to the different tiers of the XIE architecture. Like the general service-oriented model, MSM divides the services into three major components: consumer, provider and broker, as shown in Figure 2 . The consumer component binds to the service and calls the provider. The provider offers a rich set of data composite operations or services. The broker publishes the whereabouts of services, and locates services when requested by a consumer. Also, the broker provides all the orchestration, composition and information infrastructure services needed.
MSM goes one step further than typical serviceoriented models and subdivides the service component into four additional subcomponents: structure, connection, interface, and logic. The structure describes different pieces or parts of the service. The connection describes the connection to the service. The interface provides the different methods, operations or tasks provided by the service. The logic represents the actual business logic of the service, including runtime interaction or behavior desired, such as events, method calls, and operations. 
XIE Service Language (XIESL)

Vocabulary of XIESL
XIESL is expressed in XML, so it is possible to author and manipulate XIESL documents using standard XML tools. Also, we are able to address the tasks of capturing, processing and presenting schemaless XML data flows in XIESL. In addition, XIESL allows better management and control because it is easy to use to construct new XML documents, extract from existing XML documents, and augment or transform existing XML documents to new XML documents. Moreover, the order of processing tasks can be specified with multiple inputs, multiple outputs and other parameters for the XML processing services that work on the XML documents. XIESL's declarative nature allows the building of complex XML data flows using simple statements and directives, which results in increased productivity for complex XML processing. Figure 3 shows the vocabulary of XIESL, and the details of some of the important vocabulary elements are described below.
<x:XIESL> element:
The <x:XIESL> element is the root element of a XIESL document (layout), and it defines:
• General information about the data flow processing services, including human-readable documentation with <x:documentation>.
• The context used for processing documents in the data flow processing services with <x:service-context>.
• The list of services that need to be executed in the pipeline with <x:service>. A service defines a unit of work or a task with its connections to other services in the pipeline using <x:connector>, a condition service using <x:select>, or a repeated service using <x:repeat>.
• Support for particular processing in any given environment without disrupting the way current applications are processing the XIESL documents with the use of the <x:serviceextension> element, for example, to conform to a particular vocabulary within a specific environment, to support scripting, and to provide inheritance mechanism to permit XIESL to add (or subtract from) other XIESL documents.
<x:service> element: The <x:service> element of a XIESL document specifies:
• A name which uniquely identifies the service of the XIESL document.
• A unit of work that need to be executed for the pipeline. The service is subdivided into four subcomponents: <x:structure>, <x:connection>, <x:logic> and <Interface> that capture the finegrain details of a service. <x:structure> describes different pieces or parts of the service construct. <x:connection> describes the connection to the service. <x:logic> represents the actual business logic of the service including runtime interaction, desired service calls or service operations. <x:interface> describes the different methods, operations or tasks provided by the service.
Figure 3. XIESL vocabulary
<x:structure> element: The optional <x:structure> element of a XIESL document specifies:
• A container for data type definition using the <x:data-type> element. <x:data-type> specifies the data type used for the service (e.g., schema definition).
• The actual data that is processed and exchanged for the service using the <x:data> element. <x:data> consists of messages that are transmitted for the service.
<x:connection> element: The optional <x:connection> element of a XIESL document specifies:
• A concrete protocol and data format specifications for the operations or tasks using the <x:binding> element (e.g., SOAP protocol).
• An address of the service using the <x:location> element. <x:location> specifies the address information of the service (e.g., an URL address).
<x:logic> element:
The <x:logic> element of a XIESL document defines the actual business logic of the service, including runtime interaction, using the <x:serviceoperation>.
<x:interface> element:
The <x:interface> element of a XIESL document specifies:
• A name which uniquely identifies the task or operation.
• The different tasks or operations that are provided by the service using the optional <x:task> element. <x:task> consists of one or more optional components using the <x:component> element.
<x:service-operation> element:
The <x:serviceoperation> element of a XIESL document specifies:
• A name which uniquely identifies the service operation.
• A service operation that needs to be executed for the service. The service operation is subdivided into three subcomponents: <x:pre-service>, <x:service-body> and <x:post-service>. <x:preservice> specifies the pre-processing that is required before the execution of the body of a service. <x:service-body> lists one or more <x:rule> elements that capture the logic of the service. <x:rule> element is a container of a rulebased implementation of the logic of the service. <x:rule> element specifies the <x:condition> element that should be satisfied for the <x:action> element to execute. <x:post-service> specifies any processing required after the execution of the body of the service.
<x:rule> element:
The <x:rule> element of a XIESL document specifies:
• A container for the processing condition using the <x:condition> element. <x:condition> is used to specify a condition that should be satisfied for the processing to continue.
• The actual action that needs to be performed for the rule using the <x:action> element. <x:action> directs the XIESL engine to perform one of the core operations that is supported by XIESL.
<x:condition> element:
The <x:condtion> element of a XIESL document specifies:
• An equal condition using the <x:equal> element. <x:equal> is used to specify an equal condition that should be satisfied for the processing to continue.
• An otherwise condition using the <x:otherwise> element. <x:otherwise> is used to specify an alternative processing path if there is no matching equality.
• A depend condition using the <x:depend> element. <x:depend> is used to create a dependency of execution between this condition and some other condition in the XIESL document.
• An xpath result dependency using the <x:xpath> element. <x:xpath> is used to specify an xpath matching expression that is compiled and executed by an xpath service on the XML documents.
<x:action> element:
The <x:action> element of a XIESL document specifies processing directives like:
• A process action using the <x:process> element. <x:process> is used to direct the continuation of the service execution thread.
• A call action using the <x:call> element.
<x:call> is used to call another service execution thread.
• An aggregate action using the <x:aggregate> element. <x:aggregate> allows the aggregation of one or more root elements of different XML documents into one common root element of an XML document.
• A null action using the <x:null> element.
<x:null> is used to specify that no processing is desired.
<x:input> element:
The <x:input> element specifies and connects the input of a service with the name specified with the name attribute. It enables flexible interactions among services. Each <x:input> element has a name, a role, and an optional href attribute.
<x:output> element:
The <x:output> element specifies and connects the output of the service with the name specified with the name attribute. It enables flexible interactions among services. Each <x:output> element has a name, a role, and an optional reference attribute.
<x:href> element:
The href attribute is used to:
• Reference the outputs of other processing services.
• Reference external documents.
XIESL Service Processing Contexts
XIESL service processing contexts specify a business access pattern (integration, customization and organization) or a set of XML processing interfaces. They simply provide different ways that applications can process XML documents. In addition, each service context creates modularity and agility specific to a particular business need by allowing a set of XML operations that can be readily changed to address the new needs of the business.
XIESL integration context: XIESL integration context provides different ways that applications and XML documents can be integrated. The objectives of this context are: to integrate data from heterogeneous sources; to improve the integrity and semantic integration of XML resources; to tie things together for handling schemaless structured, unstructured, and semi-structured data; and to serve as a dynamic integration and incremental server for a user. A set of supported operations, which include scanning for the existence of an XML element, joining two or more XML inputs at the root level, and filtering of the XML input based on an element, are fully implemented.
XIESL customization context: XIESL customization context provides different ways to customize the structure and content of the XML information. For example, multilingual requirements will necessitate the conversion from one language to another. A set of supported operations, which include transforming the data from one format to another using XSL technology, compressing the data for compact transfer and storage, and securing/checking the XML for transfer/processing, are partially implemented.
XIESL organization context:
XIESL organization context provides the ability to route, slice, and dice the XML data. For example, we may need to disseminate the XML messages associated with Web Services or data documents associated with large-scale information dissemination systems. A set of supported operations, which include routing the data to one or more targets, excluding a specific element from the XML collection, and including a specific element from the XML collection, are fully implemented.
XIE Implementation
The current XIE implementation will be briefly described by looking into XIE server design and its various components. Figure 4 shows XIE server design. The XIESL engine is the heart of the XIE system. It reads the data flow definition conforming to the XIESL syntax, then assembles an XML processing pipeline and makes it ready for execution. Also, it implements the Meta-Service Model and provides the core XML constructs to enable the management, control, interpretation and presentation of the XML data. The XIESL engine passes the control to the XIE service manager, which orchestrates and manages the interactions between different XIE services and their supporting infrastructure.
Figure 4. XIE server design
XIE incorporates a cache manager that uses objectlevel caching associated with XML documents. The cache manager can cache XML transformer objects associated with XSLT transformers in order to save the time-consuming task of compiling a style sheet. Moreover, the cache manager can cache the intermediate document or the resulting XML output from an XML transformer if neither the data source file nor the style sheet has changed.
XIESL registered services can customize the structure and content of the information through a transformation service that supports the XSLT 1.0 and 2.0 standards [2, 3] . In addition, there is a select service that can execute different services depending on a condition specified in the <x:select> element. Moreover, these services have the ability to route, slice, and dice the XML data by using Xroute and XPath operations.
Service dispatchers manage and control the actual execution of services. The service data flow builder is responsible for the creation of the XML data flow. On the other hand, the output dispatcher is capable of outputting an XML document to storage resources like a file on a disk.
XIESL Examples
Here, we present two XIESL examples. The first example is for an XML pipeline with two XSLT software services that are depicted in Figure 5 . The second example is for a simple Join/Aggregate service that is depicted in Figure 7 .
An XML pipeline with two XSLT services
Consider an XML document containing CD catalog information like title, artist, country, company, price and year. An example document is stored in a file named cdcatalog.xml [12] .
You may want to filter the artist and title elements using a style sheet named cdcatalog.xsl. Then, you may want to sort the filtered output on the artist element using a style sheet named cdcatalaog_sort.xsl.
The XIESL document for doing all these operations is as follows, and the graphical depiction is shown in Figure 5 .
XIESL definition:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?> <x:xiesl xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline" xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services"> <!--Pipeline input called "cdcatalog-input" --> <x:parameter name="cdcatalog-input" role="pipein" /> <x:service name="xie:xslt"> <x:interface> <x:connector> <x:input name="data" role="current" href="cdcatalog.xml"/> <x:input name="options" role="style" href="cdcatalog.xsl"/> <x:output name="data" role="current" with-id="style1-XML-output"/> </x:connector> </x:interface> </x:service> <x:service name="xie:xslt"> <x:interface> <x:connector> <x:input name="data" role="current" href="#style1-XML-output"/> <x:input name="options" role="style" href="cdcatalog_sort.xsl"/> <x:output name="data" role="current" with-id="style2-XML-output"/> </x:connector> </x:interface> </x:service> </x:xiesl> Here are the execution steps for the pipeline:
1. The cdcatalog.xml input document is read by the first XSLT service.
2. The cdcatalog.xsl style sheet is read and executed, so that the title and artist elements are selected from the CD catalog input. 3. The selected data elements are passed to the second XSLT service. 4. The cdcatalog_sort.xsl style sheet is read and executed by the second XSLT service, so that the selected data elements are sorted based on the artist element. 5. The sorted CD catalog data is passed along and displayed by the browser, as depicted in Figure  6 . 
A Join/Aggregate service
Consider two or more XML documents that needed to be joined or aggregated at the root level. These documents can be either static or dynamic inputs to the join/aggregate function. If we want to join/aggregate two XML documents stored as aggregate-document1.xml and aggregate-document2.xml, respectively, then the graphical depiction of the pipeline is as shown in Figure  7 . 1. aggregate-document1.xml and aggregatedocument2.xml files are read by the URL generator services, and data1 and data2 are generated, respectively, as outputs. 2. The join/aggregate service is executed with data1 and data2 as XML inputs. The two inputs are joined or aggregated at the root element, and the output data is passed to the file-serializer service. 3. The file-serializer service stores the XML data in a file named Simple-Aggregate.xml.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a general-purpose serviceoriented architecture, named XML Integrated Environment (XIE), for processing XML documents in a scalable and efficient fashion. XIE supports a new software service model that provides a proper abstraction to describe a service and divide it into four components: structure, connection, interface and logic. We also developed XIE Service Language (XIESL) that can capture the creation and maintenance of the XML processes and the data flow, which are specified by the user, and then orchestrate the interactions between different XIE services. XIESL manages the complexity of XML processing by implementing an XML processing pipeline that enables better management, control, interpretation and presentation of the XML data even for non-professional users.
The work presented in this paper can be extended by adding new tools. The main extension is developing a graphical XML data flow designer that is user-friendly. The designer should be capable of building, executing and debugging XML data flows using XIESL; incorporating and building more core software service capabilities (e.g., supports for XML schema, compression and encryption); incorporating and building more XIESL core capabilities (e.g., Web Service integration); and incorporating a more efficient internal caching mechanism.
